March 12, 2015

1. **Call to Order:**
   Sign in was created with all members represented, accounted for along with two participants attending via phone conference. Quorum was met.

2. **Meeting Minutes:** Approved

3. **Presentation Prep for TMCC Professor/Author Jen Huntley's book and topic "How the National Park System Shaped the West"**
   - Announce and Publicize presentation to start Thursday March 25, 2015 4:00 to 6:00 PM Vista B206
   - Reminder to all members to publicize the event to TMCC Departments and Groups of Northern Nevada Community. The departments and community groups to be contacted are: American History Professors, English and Literature Professors, Environmental Science Professors, History Club, Parks and Rec Groups, Environmental Organizations and the Sierra Club
   - Placed on TMCC Calendar
   - Placed on E-announcements and flashed to all video boards
   - Announcement to be sent twice through email "ALLDISCUSSIONS"
   - Poster made by Thomas Kearns and Patty Argonna
   - Approved by PIO
   - Poster sent to email "ALLDISCUSSIONS"
   - Poster placed on all physical bulletin boards at TMCC

4. **WCSD Read and Succeed**
   Patty Aragonna reported we are working with WCSD Read and Succeed
   - Committee agreed to start announcing a book drive
   - Library committee will also work with TMCC ChildCare Center to collect books and will collect books for children and teenagers at each of the committee’s events including the yearly Monster Panel.
   - Chair Person will announce at the Faculty Senate

5. **Future Meetings**
   Meeting Date: 4/9/15
   Place: Library Conference Rm. 102
   Time: 3:30.

6. **Adjourn** 3:15